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What's New in R:BASE X.5 (Version 10.5)
UPDATE 1
Official Release Version
Build: 10.5.1.21212
Requested Enhancements

Item
01.

Date Implemented
10/30/2018

10/20/2018 - 12/12/2018

Description
Commands - Is there a way to get the position of the mouse pointer on a right click, click, etc?
Four addition properties were added to support the ability to recognize the mouse position by X,Y
coordinates, for the current window, or the entire screen.
. MOUSE_FROM_SCREEN[X]
. MOUSE_FROM_SCREEN[Y]
. MOUSE_FROM_WINDOW[X]
. MOUSE_FROM_WINDOW[Y]
Example:
GETPROPERTY APPLICATION 'MOUSE_FROM_WINDOW[X]' 'vFormX'
GETPROPERTY APPLICATION 'MOUSE_FROM_WINDOW[Y]' 'vFormY'

02.

11/20/2018

Utilities - The CHOOSE, PAUSE, and DIALOG command syntax builders (Utilities > Plugins) were
updated to produce color names instead of integer values.

03.

11/21/2018

Forms - I need an EEP when an item is dragged within the list of a Variable Lookup List View. There is
a Drag and Drop EEP, but it is looking for an item to be dragged in and dropped from elsewhere than
the same list/control.

04.

12/03/2018

Forms - For the Enhanced DB Grid control, is it possible to provide an option to not display the
vertical scroll bar.

05.

12/06/2018

Reports - Can the Items in the PDF Combo Box and PDF List Box report/label controls include the
functionality to be populated from a table lookup/SELECT command, to avoid having to manually
modify the list for every change.
A new "Data Query" option is available to specify a SELECT command to populate the control.
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06.

12/07/2018

Forms - It would be useful in drag-and drop operations if R:BASE would provide the Component ID
for the object being dragged, and the Component ID for where that dragged object is dropped.
Two (GETPROPERTY only) properties have been implemented:
. DraggedCompID - returns the Component ID of the dragged object, and is valid in the "On Start
Drag" EEP only
. DroppedToCompID - returns the Component ID for where a dragged object is dropped, and is
valid in the "On Drag Drop" EEP only
Examples:
GETPROPERTY RBASE_FORM DraggedCompID vDragComponent
GETPROPERTY RBASE_FORM DroppedToCompID vDroppedToComponent

07.

12/10/2018

Settings - When FEEDBACK is set ON it would be nice to be able to see which table is being used.
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Reported Bug Fixes

Item

Date Fixed

10/20/2018 - 12/12/2018

Description

01.

10/29/1899

Commands - When using #WHERE to define a predefined WHERE Clause for the CHOOSE command,
the quotes are stripped from the specified criteria.

02.

10/24/2018

R:BASE Editor - R:Style, the programmer's friend, is not recognizing the NO_FOCUS option in PAUSE
commands, and is adding the keyword to the RStyle.new file.

03.

10/30/2018

Help Files - The PAUSE command syntax diagram does not include the BUTTON option.

04.

11/15/2018

Functions - When a list of items are evaluated by the LISTOF function, where some text items contain
embedded commas, the returned value is incorrect.

05.

11/15/2018

Commands - When generating a CHOOSE list of options from a variable string containing consecutive
commas, the list is populated incorrectly.

06.

11/20/2018

Data Dictionary - The values within "Color" and "Name" columns are off by a two colors after WHITE.
At first it is just two colors, then near WEBRED it is off by three, and somewhere down list it is off
more so.

07.

11/20/2018

Commands - Using PAUSE, DIALOG, and CHOOSE commands with the extended "Web Colors", being
used from the Data Dictionary, the values are not displayed.

08.

11/21/2018

Database Explorer - An attempt to insert an apostrophe into an existing comment displayed in the
Database Explorer with the "Change Comment" option returns an error. It is possible to include an
apostrophe within a table comment within the New Table design wizard.

09.

11/29/2018

Database Explorer - When R:BASE is launched in a folder which contains an ampersand, the
accelerator character is displayed in the property bar of the Database Explorer.

10.

11/29/2018

Forms - When selecting to right click and delete a Lookup List View control the object is not deleted.

11.

11/29/2018

Database Explorer - When the "Change Current Folder" button on the property bar is launched and
selects a folder which contains an ampersand, the accelerator character is displayed in the status bar
caption.
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